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Studies: Brief Notices

brief notices
unpublished revelations of the
prophets and presidents of the
church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter
day saints vol 2 by fred C
collier colliers publishing 1993

the

first volume of fred C

colliers unpublished revelations
1979 contains revelations actual

or alleged which were received by
joseph smith but which for various
reasons are not printed in the
doctrine and covenants volume 1
also includes certain visions and
revelations of brigham young john
taylor wilford woodruff and
orson pratt among other documents reproduced in volume 1
are the patriarchal blessings joseph
smith pronounced upon his father
and other men a revelation regarding the names for god the
words of A song sung by the gift
of tongues and translated the
prophets 1833 prayer for the redemption
demp
tion of zion and an account
of a wilford woodruff meeting in
the gardo house with mormon
lawyers

now fourteen years later collier
has published a sequel containing
165 diverse unpublished revelations readers will find additional

revelations received by joseph
smith and numerous accounts of
the first vision and the visitations
of the angel moroni also included
are david whitmers
Whit mers proclamation
whitters
extracts from the history of lucy
mack smith and several whitmer
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interviews the volume contains
visions of god the father christ
on the cross and adam and eve as
remembered by zebedee coltrin
almost fifty years after they are
said to have occurred collier also
selected accounts of brigham young
speaking in tongues of healings
performed by david W patten
and heber C kimball of one of
parley P pratts dreams of a revelation received by joseph smith as
related by the apostate reed peck
and of amanda smiths testimony
of her sons miraculous healing
following the hauns mill massacre
while the bulk of the material is
both informative and interesting
one wonders what if any criteria
collier used in making his selections for inclusion are incidents
in the life of martin harris reprinted
from the iowa state register revelations are recollections as much
as fifty three years after they happened revelations are the missionary experiences of benjamin
brown revelations how reliable
are these sources how accurate are
the transcriptions one wonders
A startling fact regarding this
volume is that all the materials in
it have been published before
collier has for example extracted
documents from such books as
dean C jessees
jesses
Jes sees the papers of
joseph smith although without
comment he standardizes the
irregular spelling and punctuation
jessee worked hard to preserve
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items have been reprinted from
the history of the church the
messenger and advocate journal
comans
of discourses young womans
journal BYU studies women of
Whitneys
mormondom orson F whitneys
whitneyt
heber C kimball the faith
life of
ofheber
promoting series and the lepe
lefe
life and
confessions of john D lee the
book would perhaps have been
more appropriately titled repub-

lished revelations

however

the book brings together under
one cover much information albeit
of varying reliability regarding the
early history of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints
kenneth C godfrey

the heavens are open the 1992
sperry symposium on the

doctrine and covenants and
church history deseret book
1993

understanding the early saints
helps modem
modern church members
understand themselves as a people
and as a church in the heavens
are open brigham young university and the church educational
system have produced the latest in
their series of annual sperry
symposia essays the essays employ church origins to provide an
insightful look at several modem
day revelations and doctrines
the heavens are open contains
essays addressing among other
topics the restored gospels contribution to an understanding of the
fall and the atonement the importance of loving the gospel being
loyal to it and following living
prophets the value of being curious
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about each person mentioned
in the doctrine and covenants and
the benefits that resulted from
several difficult experiences of
zions camp

other essays describe celestial
spouses opportunity for eternal
parenthood give examples of
personal revelations received in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and show the consequences
of subtle flaws in the leadership of
thomas B marsh when he was
president of the twelve
the lords strict requirements
for missionaries in the latter days
are examined and a fresh look at
joseph smiths poetic version of
section 76 is given an especially
helpful essay summarizes all references in the doctrine and covenants and pearl of great price
about the last days and warns
against the use of sources other
than modem revelation to obtain
information on this topic
another essay focuses on how
the doctrine and covenants expands knowledge about christs
many roles and allows readers to
hear christs voice an account of
the revelation of june 1978 which
made the priesthood available to
all worthy males is moving the
elect lady revelation section 25
is clearly analyzed the meaning
an
all
ali
of the phrase restoration of ail
things is discussed
helpful advice is given on how
to avoid being spiritually deceived
reasons for suffering are enumerated and comfort is offered to
those who suffer the explosive
growth in family history fueled
by technological advances is also
reported A final essay shows how
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human weaknesses and failings
can be positive traits that may
prove useful as mortals progress
toward godhood
Michaelj
michaei J preece
michael
michaeljpreece
keepers of the flame presidents
of the young women by janet S
peterson and larene gaunt
deseret book 1993

anyone who has read elect
ladies presidents of relief society
1990 by janet peterson and
larene gaunt will experience a
daj
strong sense of d6j
deja vu upon reading their new book keepers of the
flame here the authors sketch
the lives of the young women
general presidents whose purpose
has been to kindle the flame of
testimony in young LDS women
peterson and gaunt write for
general readers and they do it very
well in this second volume they
illuminate in their familiar formulaic style the lives of ten talented
mormon women five of these
presidents still very much alive
were interviewed several times
by the authors some providing
in addition a written statement
although peterson and gaunt drew
from interviews in the james H
moyle oral history program in the
LDS church archives for the chapters on bertha stone reeder ruth
hardy funk elaine cannon and
ardeth greene kapp the prevailing sources for these four and
three other chapters lucy grant
cannon florence smith jacobsen
and janette callister hales are the
authors personal and telephone
interviews over one hundred
endnote citations identify untaped
interviews with presidents and
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their husbands children counselors
and friends consequently keepers
of the flame is a simpler book than
its predecessor more anecdotal
more conversational and somewhat
protective there is spontaneity
here but where is the complexity
the struggle or the reflective insight
peterson and gaunt are not
trained historians sources for the
book are more journalistic than
historical paragraphs fly by without adequate citation there is lack
end noting
of scrupulous care in endnoting
and no attempt to provide context
for the women or the organization
in fact the book is somewhat short
on organizational history only
about 65 pages out of a total of
176 however the authors have
provided in the appendix a time
line of YWMIA developments and
general historical events
peterson and gaunts
daunts new book
offers choice snippets
snippety
snip pets of living
history and pithy statements which
will appeal to the general audience we must thank them for
adding biographical notes to preceding histories of YLMIA and
YWMIA 191119551969 and look
to scholars to bring more depth of
understanding to the richly textured lives of these important
church leaders and more detail to
the sweep of the young women
programs
shirley anderson cazier
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